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Introduction  
Introducing Challis Hex Drive Bushings. The patent-pending bushings have been through rigorous testing and design over the past 

year.  

Now it’s time to get them into the hands of experts to try out. I’m hoping you will find them as exciting as I do. The hex head 

design, coupled with an innovative use of O-rings, set Challis Hex Drive Bushings far apart from the standard 1911 bushings that 

have been used for over 100 years.  

 

      

 

Hex Drive Design Benefits  
 The bushings can be installed quickly. Slip a bushing into the socket of a 7/32” nut driver and turn it into place. 

 Since the socket holds the bushing in proper axial alignment with the driving tool, it is easy to accurately engage the 

threads. There is no need to start the bushing by hand and then finish the job with a slotted screwdriver. 

 Unlike conventional bushings with a screwdriver slot, the hex head is strong enough to drive the bushing firmly into place 

without the risk of raising a burr or otherwise deforming the top of the bushing. 

 Without the need of downward force, as required to keep a screwdriver in the slot, it is much easier to feel the action of 

the threads and avoid cross-threading. 

 Once the threads are started, no axial force is needed to keep the tool engaged with the bushing. 

 Sufficient torque can be applied to properly seat the bushing to minimize retraction under the shock of discharge. Use of a 

torque limiting nut driver is recommended to consistently achieve proper torque (27 in/lb Drivers are available from Challis 

Grips. 

 If needed, the bushing can be easily removed with an inexpensive tool (7/32” nut driver or socket) already possessed by, or 

readily available to, the gun owner. No special removal tools, no easy-outs and no trashed bushings or damaged frames.  

 With only two or three small contact points between a bushing and the mating hole, a tight fitting grip, which has been 

pushed into place, can be more easily removed. 

 If needed, the bushings can be removed for refinishing the frame and reinstalled, eliminating the need to purchase 

replacement bushings. 

 

O-ring Cushion Design Benefits  
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        O-ring cushioning protects fragile grips and minimizes scuffing.  

 O-rings are optional. Without them, Challis Hex Drive Bushings will perform like conventional bushings. 

 Each time a gun discharges, the bushings impact the grip. Wood and composite grips easily absorb and dissipate the force. 

Grips made of fragile material will sometimes fracture from the repeated shock. 

  When mounting grips of ivory, stone, mammoth ivory, mammoth tooth and other fragile materials, a special O-ring can be 

slipped around the bushing and retained by the groove. As the grip screws are tightened, the O-ring is forced down a 

conical seat and outward against the counterbore. When the grip is fully seated, the compressed O-ring isolates the grip 

from the bushing with an elastomeric cushion that attenuates the shock of discharge. 

 Cushioning shock to the bushing minimizes the possibility of bushings loosening. 

 The use of O-rings with abrasive grip materials such as G10 and carbon fiber will minimize scuffing of the frame caused by 

the sliding motion between grip and frame during discharge. 

 The O-rings supplied by Challis Grips are a special size manufactured specifically for use with Challis Hex Drive Bushings. 

 

        Additional O-ring cushioning and grip screw retention.  

 Further isolation and attenuation of shock can be achieved by the use of a special O-ring fitted to the grip screw. As the 

screw is tightened, the O-ring is forced downward and outward, imposing itself between the hexagonal flats of the bushing 

and the bore through the grip, providing additional cushioning between the grip and bushing. 

 With conventional bushings, there is insufficient space between the bushing and the bore to allow entry of a compressed 

O-ring, and the slot in the top of the bushing tends to quickly damage the O-ring. 

 When G10 and other rigid grip materials are used, the grip screws are unable to compress the grip sufficient to provide 

retention of the grip screws, which tend to loosen with repeated discharge. In these conditions, O-rings are commonly 

used around grip screws to provide a high friction seat for the screw and minimize loosening. The Challis Hex Drive 

Bushings are designed to enhance the performance of O-rings used for preventing screw extraction from discharge forces. 

 The O-rings supplied by Challis Grips are a special size manufactured specifically for use with grip screws. 

 

        
Cutaway of lower grip screw bushing 

Conclusion  
Please test the Challis Hex Drive Bushings and explore the benefits they offer. I invite your feedback and look forward to an 
opportunity to discuss your needs and supply you with a superior bushing. I can be reached by email or phone. 
 
Brian Challis 
Challisgrips.com   1911grips@challis.com    801 571-5247 
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